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1. Introduction.
Dear Customer,
To ensure the correct operation of your DFRA dehumidifier, please read this Manual
carefully and retain it for future consultation.
If there is any part of this document that you do not understand, or if you have any
questions about your dehumidifier, please contact us:
FISAIR, S.L.U.
Tel.: (+34) 91 692 15 14 – Madrid – SPAIN
Fax: (+34) 91 691 64 56 – Madrid – SPAIN
Email address www.info@fisair.com

Or contact your local distributor.
IMPORTANT!
The correct use of the dehumidifier includes following our instructions for installation, setup, operation and maintenance, as well as following the steps indicated in the
instructions in the correct sequence as described.
This dehumidifier may only be used by persons who are fully qualified and authorized to
do so.
Any person who transports and/or used the unit or who works with it must read and
understand the relevant section of this manual, in particular the section entitled "Safety
Instructions".
You are advised to keep a copy of the user manual in the place where the dehumidifier
is going to operate (or nearby).
Ignoring these instructions may invalidate all applicable guarantees and warranties.
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2. Safety Instructions
Please read these safety notes carefully and examine the equipment to become familiar
with it before installing, commissioning or servicing.
The following symbols or messages may appear in this document or on the equipment.
They warn of potential hazards or provide information that may help you clarify or simplify
a procedure.

Attention, Live Current
The presence of this symbol on a hazard or warning label indicates that there
is a risk of electrocution, which can lead to personal injury or life-threatening
conditions if the instructions are not followed.
Attention
This is a safety alert symbol. It warns of the potential of bodily injury.
Observe all safety information with this symbol to avoid any situation that could
lead to injuries and/or damage to the unit.

General points






If you notice that something is not working properly, switch off the unit
immediately and take steps to ensure that it does not switch on again. All faults
must be corrected immediately.
Use duly qualified personnel to carry out repair work. This will ensure that the unit
operates safely.
Use only original FISAIR replacement parts.
Refer to local regulations that restrict or regulate the use of this dehumidifier.

How the unit works




Do not jeopardise the safety of the unit.
Periodically check the device's protection and alert devices.
The unit's safety fittings must not be removed or disabled.

Installing, Disassembling, Maintaining and Repairing the unit



Switch off the unit's power supply when conducting maintenance work or making
repairs to the unit.
Never add components to the unit without prior written approval from FISAIR.
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About the electrical components


Any work that affects the electrical components must be carried out by qualified
electricians.



Switch off the power supply and ensure that it does not re-connect while any
electrical component is being handled.
Switch off the unit immediately if any fault is detected in the electrical power
supply.
Use only original, correctly calibrated fuses.
Carry out periodic checks of the electrical unit.
All defects, such as loose connections or burnt cables, must be repaired
immediately.






3. Transport and storage
When in transit, the unit must be protected from impacts of any kind, and all possible
measures must be taken to prevent malfunctions due to improper loading or unloading
of the unit.
When lifting the equipment, always use a pallet truck or forklift.
Keep the unit dry and protected from the elements while in storage.
The unit must be stored in a location where the ambient temperature is between -20ºC
y 60ºC and with a relative humidity of no more than 80%.
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4. Operating principle
The FISAIR DFRA series air dehumidifiers operate on the basis of a substance (silica
gel) which adsorbs moisture from the air, and is configured as a cylinder with many small
channels of this material in the same direction as the air advances.
The front surfaces of the bases of this cylinder are divided into two zones: one is intended
to carry out the drying process, and the other to regenerate or reactivate the desiccant.
The large contact surface area of air/desiccant material within this configuration enables
an effective drying process to be achieved with a minimum volume of material.
The dry/process air circuit occupies 75% (270°) of the surface area of the cylinder base
in the FISAIR DFLEX series dehumidifiers, where the material adsorbs water vapour
from the air passing through it. The reactivation air circuit is heated by a heating
component and passes through the cylinder in the opposite direction to the process air,
and extracts moisture from the material in contact with it; thus regenerating it for a new
cycle.
A rotating device (low power gearmotor with a V-belt drive on the perimeter) ensures the
drying process is continuous and uniform.
The system design is completed with a set of joints separating the two air circuits and
rotor perimeter; thus ensuring separation between air flows.

Reactivation
Sector de
sector
reactivación

Reactivation
Calentador
de
heater
reactivación

Aire
mojado

Aire de
reactivación

Reactivation air

Moist air

Aire de
proceso

Aire
seco

Process air

Dry air

Rotor

Desiccant
rotor
desecante
Figure 1. Operating principle of drying by adsorption rotor.

MODEL

DFRA0100
0130
0160
0175
0200
0230
0300
0400
0500
0650
0900

1100
1300
1700
2100
2900
3500

REACTIVATION SYSTEM
E
= Electric coil
= Coil for hot water
A
= Hot Water coil + electric coil
S
V
= Coil for saturated steam
H
= Stainless steel coil for saturated steam
D
= Saturated steam coil + electric coil
X
= Stainless steel coil for saturated steam+ electric coil
G
= Direct Gas
PROCESS AIR FILTERS
00
= Without filters
G0
= 1 Filters stage class G4 (EN779:2012)
GF
= First stage class G4 filters and second stage class F9 (EN779:2012)
C0
= 1 stage of filters of a specific class other than G4 (EN779:2012)
0F
= 1 Filters stage class F9 (EN779:2012)
CC
= Two stages of filtering other than G4F9(EN779:2012)
REACTIVATION AIR FILTERS
00
= Without filters
G0
= 1 Filter stage class G4 (EN779:2012)
GF
= First stage class G4 filters and second stage class F9 (EN779:2012)
C0
= 1 stage of filters of a specific class other than G4 (EN779:2012)
0F
= 1 Filter stage class F9 (EN779:2012)
CC
= Two stages of filtering other than G4F9(EN779:2012)
PRE-HEATING
00
= No pre-heating
WE
= ECO pre-heating coils for hot water.
WS
= STANDARD pre-heating coil for hot water.
WH
= Water High Power Heating Coil
CW
= Custom pre-heating coil
PRE-COOLING
00
= No pre-cooling
WE
= ECO pre-heating coil for cold water.
WS
= STANDARD pre-cooling coil for cold water.
WH
= High-power pre-cooling coil for cold water.
DS
= STANDARD pre-cooling coil for direct expansion.
CW
= Custom pre-cooling coil
POST-COOLING
00
= No post-cooling
WE
= ECO post-cooling coil for cold water.
WS
= STANDARD post-cooling coil for cold water.
WH
= High-power post-cooling coil for cold water.
DS
= STANDARD post-cooling coil for direct expansion.
CW
= Custom Post-cooling coil
POST-HEATING
00
= No post-heating
WE
= ECO post-heating coil using hot water.
WS
= STANDARD post-heating coil using hot water.
WH
= Water High power heating Coil
CW
= Custom Post-Heating coil
PROCESS AIR / DRY AIR FAN
00
= No process/dry air fan
SF
= STANDARD fan
PF
= POWERED fan
PS
= Plug-Fan for DFRA serie
PP
= POWERED Plug-Fan
REACTIVATION AIR / MOIST AIR FAN
SF
= STANDARD fan
PF
= POWERED fan
DRY AIR FILTER
H13
= HEPA H13 (EN 1822:2011) filter fitted after the process air/dry air fan (requires a Plug-Fan ventilator)
H14
= HEPA H14 (EN 1822:2011) filter fitted after the process air/dry air fan (requires a Plug-Fan ventilator)
SENSITIVE HEAT RECOVERY UNIT
0
= Without heat recuperator. No by-pass in desiccant rotor.
R
= Static heat recuperator installed in the discharge of wet air.
D
= By-pass air damper in descending rotor.
M
= Static heat recuperator installed in the discharge of wet air. By-pass air damper in descending rotor.
FINISHING
00
= Standard production of components. Protection grade IP50 and finished with RAL7035 colour.
0R
= Standard production of components. Protection grade IP50 and finished with specific colour (RAL____).
K0
= Standard production of components. Protection grade IP54 and finished with RAL7035 colour.
KR
= Standard production of components. Protection grade IP54 and finished with specific colour (RAL____).

CONTROL

OTHER
SPECIAL

SF

ELECTRICAL
POWER
SUPPLY

FANS

POST-COILS

PRE-COILS

WS WS WS SF

FINISHING

GF WS

HEAT
RECOVERY

E GF

DFLEX

DRY AIR FINAL
FILTER

DFRA-0900
SERIES

REACTV. AIR
INITIAL FILTER

Rev01 11-04-17

PROCESS AIR
INITIAL FILTER

CODING
PRODUCT
DFRA / DFLEX

Identification and coding of the model or equipment.

REACTIV. SYST.

5.

H14

R

KR

405

AE04

0

POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS
405
N05
406
N06
445
N45
446
N46
466
N66
235
236

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

Basic ON/OFF control with electric heater for reactivation.
Basic ON/OFF control with saturated steam heater for reactivation.
Advanced electrical reactivation control with one actuator. (Electrical . 0..10V)
Advanced electrical reactivation control with two actuators. (Electrical . 0..10V)
Advanced electrical reactivation control with four actuators. (Electrical . 0..10V)
Advanced electrical reactivation control with two actuators. (Electrical . (0..10V)+Profibus Gateway
Advanced electrical reactivation control with four actuators. (Electrical . (0..10V)+Profibus Gateway
Steam reactivation advanced control.
Advanced steam reactivation control with one actuator. (Electrical . 0..10V)
Advanced steam reactivation control with three actuators. (Electrical . 0..10V)
Advanced steam reactivation control with one actuator (Electrical 0..10V) + Profibus Gateway.
Advanced steam reactivation control with three actuators. (Electrical . (0..10V)+Profibus Gateway
Gas reactivation advanced control.
Advanced gas reactivation control with one actuator. (Electrical . 0..10V)
Advanced gas reactivation control with three actuators. (Electrical . 0..10V)
Advanced gas reactivation control with one actuator (Electrical 0..10V) + Profibus Gateway.
Advanced gas reactivation control with three actuators. (Electrical . (0..10V)+Profibus Gateway

Accessories that can be built-in subject to specification and preliminary study.

Example:

DFRA-0500V GFGF 00WS WE00 SFSF 000 R00 405BV000

OTHER
SPECIAL

CONTROL

ELECTRICAL
POWER
SUPPLY

FINISHING

HEAT
RECOVERY

DRY AIR FINAL
FILTER

FANS

POST-COILS

PRE-COILS

(NOT INCLUDED IN MECHANICAL DRAWINGS)

OTHER SPECIAL OPTIONS
C

REACTV. AIR
INITIAL FILTER

PROCESS AIR
INITIAL FILTER

(NOT INCLUDED IN MECHANICAL DRAWINGS)

Standard electrical power supply at 400V ±5% /III/50Hz
Electrical power supply at 400V ±5% /III/50Hz
Electrical power supply at 400V ±5% /III/60Hz
Electrical power supply at 400V±5%/III+N/60Hz
Electrical power supply at 440V ±5% /III/50Hz
Electrical power supply at 440V±5%/III+N/50Hz
Electrical power supply at 440V ±5% /III/60Hz
Electrical power supply at 440V±5%/III+N/60Hz
Electrical power supply at 460V ±5% /III/60Hz
Electrical power supply at 460V±5%/III+N/60Hz
Electrical power supply at 230V ±5% /III/50Hz
Electrical power supply at 230V ±5% /III/60Hz

CONTROL OPTIONS
BE00
BV00
AE13
AE27
AE49
CE27
CE49
AV03
AV17
AV39
CV17
CV39
AG03
AG17
AG39
CG17
CG39

REACTIV. SYST.

CODING
PRODUCT
DFRA / DFLEX
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5.1

Rating plates

The rating plates provide essential information about the technical features of the
machine.
The EC Machinery Safety Regulation requires all machinery operated within the
European Economic Community to have a rating plate indicating its main features, the
machine serial number and the manufacturer's name inscribed in a durable manner.
The DFRA series has two types of plates:


The larger main plate is located on the outside of the housing of the electrical
panel for the basic unit, near the circuit breaker. It states:
- Equipment model
- Serial number
- Electrical power connection
- Nominal power for the equipment
- Nominal current for the equipment.
- Reactivation heater type and power.
- Reactivation heater maximum pressure (if applicable).
- Pre-cooling battery BF1 fluid and temperature (if applicable).
- Pre-cooling battery BF1 maximum pressure (if applicable).
- Pre-heating battery BC1 fluid and temperature (if applicable).
- Pre-heating battery BC1 maximum pressure (if applicable).
- Post-cooling battery BF2 fluid and temperature (if applicable).
- Post-cooling battery BF2 maximum pressure (if applicable).
- Post-heating battery BC2 fluid and temperature (if applicable).
- Post-heating battery BC2 maximum pressure (if applicable).
- Heat recovery maximum power (if applicable).
- Process air design flow rate.
- Dry air fan motor, maximum power and current.
- Nominal flow rate, reactivation air.
- Reactivation fan motor, maximum power and current.
- Place and date of manufacture.
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The smaller plate is inside the electrical panel and contains the most relevant
electrical information:
- Equipment model
- Serial number
- Electrical power connection
- Nominal power for the equipment
- Nominal current for the equipment.
- Electrical wiring number
- Advanced interface or programmable control components configuration
programme.
- Place and date of manufacture

Figure 2. Example of a DFRA series ratings plate
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Figure 3. DFRA series machine ratings plate location
on left side (visible from the outside)

Figure 4. DFRA series electric panel ratings plate location
(on control panel after opening)
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6. Main components
7
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Figure 5. DFRA-E series main components
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Figure 6. DFRA-V series main components

5
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Figure 7. DFRA-G series main components

1. Basic unit, made of painted galvanised sheet steel, with internal compartments
for air circuits and removable covers.
2. Desiccant rotor.
3. Rotor gearmotor.
4. Process/dry air fan, single ear centrifugal type air with forward curved blades,
with direct drive asynchronous motor.
5. Process air control flap.
6. G4 process air filter.
7. Reactivation/wet air fan, single ear centrifuge type with forward curved blades,
with direct drive asynchronous motor.
8. Reactivation air control flap.
9. G4 reactivation air filter.
10. Control and protection electrical board.
11. Air heater, according to the reactivation system (electric, steam, gas).
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7. Operating limits
The unit's performance features will be affected by the working conditions. If your
unit needs to be operated under other working conditions, please contact FISAIR
S.L.U.
FISAIR Dehumidifier Series
Parameters

Temperature range of the process
intake dry bulb.

Relative humidity range for the
process intake
Temperature range of the
reactivation intake dry bulb.
Relative humidity range for the
reactivation intake
Designed to be installed in locations
exposed to sunlight and rain.
Temperature range in the area
where the unit is to be installed
Relative humidity range in the area
where the unit is to be installed

(3) Available on special order.

DFRA

2°C to 55°C

Without restrictions
-10°C to 55°C
Without restrictions
(3)
-10°C to 50°C
< 95%
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8. Components technical data
8.1

Rotor
Rotor desiccant (Silica Gel) chemical resistance
Attention: The following chemicals will damage the ROTOR DESICCANT
(SILICA GEL) or reduce its dehumidifying capacity.
Note: Using the below chemicals with FISAIR DFLEX air dehumidifiers may
invalidate the guarantee.

INORGANIC COMPONENTS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COMPONENTS
Lithium Chloride
Sodium Hydroxide
Potassium hydroxide
Sodium chloride
Potassium chloride
Calcium chloride
Magnesium chloride
Ammonia
Hydrogen Fluoride
Aluminium chloride

FORMULA
LiCl
NaOH
KOH
NaCl
KCl
CaCl2
MgCl2
NH3
HF
AICl3

11

Seawater

--

12
13
14

High temp. steam
Plasticiser
Strong acid

--pH 2-3 and lower

EFFECT
Obstruction of pores by absorption
Dissolves the silica gel
Dissolves the silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica
gel
Decreases the performance of silica
gel
Decreases
the performance of silica
gel
Decreases
the performance of silica
gel gas
Basic
Fluoride
Decreases the performance of silica
gel
Decreases the performance of silica
gel
Dissolves the silica gel
Obstructs silica gel pores
Decreases the mechanical properties
of ceramics

ORGANIC COMPONENTS
Please note that you must be careful with the use of the following volatile organic
components, which have a high boiling temperature and a low vapour pressure. Once
the silica gel absorbs these volatile components, it does not release them. This means
that silica gel will not work to remove moisture.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

COMPOUND
Oil spray
Cyclohexanone
Isopropyl alcohol
o-Xylene
m-Xylene
p-Xylene
Phenol
o-Dichlorobenzene
Methyl bromide

FORMULA
-C6H10O
(CH3)2CHOH
-C6H4(CH2)2
C6H5OH
C6H4CL2
CH3Br

EFFECT
Obstructs silica gel pores
Decreases the performance of silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica gel
Decreases the performance of silica gel
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9. Installation
9.1

Location

Before starting to install the unit, the following points need to be considered:


Check the degree of protection with which it is made in the dehumidifier reference
(IP50 run for indoor installation, IP54 run for outdoor installation).



The place selected must be suitable to install the unit. When selecting the place
where the unit is going to be installed, one must take due account of the
dehumidifier's external dimensions and the spaces required for its inspection and
maintenance.



Temperature/humidity conditions in the installation area:
-15°C < Ƭemp < 50ºC // RH <95%

9.2

Service spaces

It is important to take due account of the service spaces when installing the unit. These
spaces are necessary as the following need to be carried out on a periodic basis:






Clean/replace the process and reactivation air filters.
Check the status of the desiccant rotor fan surfaces, air circuit sealing joints, drive
belt and reducer-motor (and, where required, their repair or replacement).
Check that the dry air and moist air motor-fans are working correctly.
Check the reactivation air heater is working correctly.
Gain access to the inside of the control and protection electrical board, and, if
required, carry out repairs
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-

DFRA-V standard service area dimensions:
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MODELO DFRA
0065
0100
0130
0160
0175
0200
0230
0300
0400
0500
0650
0900

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1000

300

450

450

850

1750

1940

400

1200

400

500

500

900

1880

2050

600

1450

500

600

600

900

1920

2070

800

1650

600

800

800

1000

2040

2150

1000
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-

DFRA-E standard service area dimensions
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MODELO DFRA
0065
0100
0130
0160
0175
0200
0230
0300
0400
0500
0650
0900

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1000

300

450

450

850

1300

1600

400

1200

400

500

500

900

1350

1350

600

1450

500

600

600

900

1350

1350

800

1650

600

800

800

1000

1450

1450

1000
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-

DFRA-G standard service area dimensions
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DFRA MODEL
0400

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1500

500

400

600

900

2550

2375

800

1700

600

500

800

1000

2650

2750

1000

0500
0650
0900
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9.3

Air ducts

IN HORIZONTAL TRACES:
OUTSIDE-DESCENDING DUCT
TO EVACUATE THE
CONDENSATIONS

IN VERTICAL TRACES:
DRILL AT THE LOWEST
POINT TO DRAIN THE
CONDENSATIONS

ISOLATED
DUCT AVOIDS
CONDENSATIONS

WET AIR
EXPULSION
MINIMUM
GAP 3 M

DRY AIR
PROCESS
AIR

REACTIVATION
AIR INTAKE

In general, the equipment installer knows the process of sizing and drawing air transport
ducts for any type of air conditioning, and this process is applicable to the dehumidifier.
However, the following points are important:
-

Ensure that the pressures available on the fans have been considered in
designing the proper size of the ducts, so the equipment can operate at nominal
flow rates.

-

The equipment has control flaps in the suction of both air circuits, both for
insulation during inactivity and to adjust the available fan pressure.

-

The outdoor air intakes must be protected against inadvertent entry of foreign
matter, e.g. leaves, insects and rainwater, by grids or meshes.

-

Separate the moist air expulsion from the external air intakes so as not to affect
the equipment performance (minimum 3m separation).

-

Provide for the simple evacuation of any cooled condensate produced in the
moist air duct during transportation by ensuring downward inclination towards the
outside for horizontal ductwork. For risers, insulate them adequately or drill a hole
larger than 5mm at the lowest point for the condensate to evacuate; and prevent
it returning to the equipment or choke off the air towards the outside.
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9.4

Connecting thermal fluids: steam reactivation battery

For models with a reactivation battery for steam, thermal oil, superheated water or gas,
the thermal fluid supply must be connected according to the regulations applicable in
each case and according to good practice.
The fluid transport pipes will carry de-aerators, traps, filters, cut-off valves and measuring
instruments requesting the type of battery supplied.
The recommended assembly scheme for steam batteries is attached:

DIAGRAM OF STEAM COIL INSTALLATION
6
5
11
4
3

7
1

4
8

4
9
4
10
2
1
2

7

3

8

4

9

5

10

6

11

*
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Q Air

Model
Modelo

Q.[m3/h]
AIRE [m3/h]

DFRA-0100
DFRA-0100
DFRA-0130
DFRA-0160
DFRA-0175
DFRA-0200
DFRA-0230
DFRA-0300
DFRA-0400
DFRA-0500
DFRA-0650
DFRA-0900

135
210
270
330
360
420
480
630
810
1080
1350
1800

Power (kW)
at aan
abs. Pressure
Steam rate
(kg/h) at an
abs. Pressure
of…
Potencia
[kW]
Presión
Absolutaof…
de... Consumo
vapor[kg/h]
a Presión
Absoluta
de…

3 bar
3,92
5,39
7,79
9,02
9,60
10,68
12,54
15,06
22,15
27,03
35,40
42,94

4 bar
4,59
6,51
9,14
10,74
11,49
12,94
15,13
18,55
26,41
32,94
42,64
52,73

5 bar
5,31
7,76
10,58
12,59
13,57
15,44
17,98
22,53
31,01
39,55
50,50
66,60

6 bar
6,27
9,56
12,53
15,19
16,51
19,08
22,05
28,45
37,44
49,19
62,00
81,08

3 bar
6,52
8,97
12,96
15,00
15,97
17,77
20,86
25,05
36,85
44,97
58,90
71,45

4 bar
7,74
10,98
15,42
18,12
19,39
21,83
25,52
31,30
44,56
55,58
71,95
88,97

5 bar
8,96
13,09
17,85
21,24
22,89
26,05
30,34
38,01
52,32
66,73
85,21
112,38

Nominal working pressure: 6 bar (absolute).
For steam without anticorrosion protection additives, we recommend a stainless-steel
reactivation air heater with aluminium fins.
(*) A float type, thermostatic trap is recommended or one with an inverted cover; safety
factor for condensate loading, 3 to 1; i.e. it must be able to purge a nominal mass equal
to 3 times the steam consumption (at 6 bar, last column).

6 bar
10,58
16,13
21,14
25,63
27,86
32,19
37,20
48,00
63,17
83,00
104,62
136,81
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9.5

Connecting the fluid fuel conduit to the gas reactivation heater

Models with a gas reactivation heater must be connected to the thermal fluid supply
according to the regulations applicable in each case and according to good practice.
The recommended assembly diagram for the fuel gas burner supply is attached:

ESQUEMA
DE INSTALACION
DESCHEME
BATERIA DE GAS
GAS BURNER
INSTALLATION

4

3
2

8
P
M

S

1

9

6

7
5

1) NATURAL GAS / LPG LINE
2) IGNITION ELECTRODE
3) IONISATION PROBE FOR CHECKING THE FLAME
4) AIR DEFLECTORS
5) MINIMUM GAS SAFETY PRESSURE SWITCH
6) MAXIMUM GAS SAFETY PRESSURE SWITCH
7) DOUBLE SAFETY VALVE IN SERIES
8) PILOT SOLENOID VALVE (OPTIONAL)
9) GAS FLOW CONTROL VALVE WITH MODULATING
SERVOMOTOR
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Nominal values according to model:
MODEL

400

500

650

900

Atm pressure
q(v) air ±5%

1013.25mbar
810 Nm³/h

1013.25mbar
1080 Nm³/h

1013.25mbar
1350 Nm³/h

1013.25mbar
1800 Nm³/h

Feed pressure

20 - 40 mbar

20 - 40 mbar

20 - 40 mbar

20 - 40 mbar

q(v) Natural gas

3.2 Nm³/h

4.0 Nm³/h

5.0 Nm³/h

7.0 Nm³/h

q(v) Propane gas

1.4 Nm³/h

1.8 Nm³/h

2.2 Nm³/h

2.9 Nm³/h

Chamber pressure

-150 Pa

-150 Pa

-150 Pa

-150 Pa

Diaphragm

160x270

160 x 295

160 x 320

160 x 365

1.5 / 2.8 mbar

1.5 / 4.5 mbar

1.5 / 7 mbar

1.5 / 12.5 mbar

Max. Power

35 kW

45 kW

56 kW

75 kW

Flame length

270 mm

350 mm

450 mm

600 mm

Min. Power

7.5 kW

7.5 kW

7.5 kW

7.5 kW

Flame length

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

Air/Gas Pressure Diff
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9.6

Connecting thermal fluids: additional batteries

If your equipment has additional water batteries, the water supply must be connected
according to applicable regulations and good practice by connecting the inputs and
outputs according to the corresponding battery labels:
Air vent

Water
outlet

Water
inlet
Condensate
drain

Figure 10. Pre-cooling battery connections.

Water battery features:
- Standard supply includes air/water heat exchangers with copper tubes and
aluminium fins.
- The nominal values for cooling batteries are calculated with a standard
temperature jump in water of 5°C, entering at 7°C and exiting at 12°C.
- For heating batteries, the nominal values are calculated with a standard
temperature drop in water of 20°C, entering at 70°C and exiting at 50°C.
- For calculating non-standard performance, please contact your FISAIR dealer.
NB. Ensure that the air to be treated does not contain aggressive components that may
react with copper or aluminium.
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Simple connection diagrams recommended for pre-cooling and post-cooling/heating
batteries.
Typical installation for constant flow:

Typical installation for constant flow with water + glycol for risk of condensed water
freezing on the surface of the heat exchanger:
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Typical installation for constant pressure:

-

BF1: Pre-heating battery

-

BR: Reactivation battery

-

B2: Post-heating/cooling batteries.

-

ST: Temperature probe

-

C: Temperature controller. Sends a signal to the motor if adjustment is required.

-

MV: Motor-valve operated by controller.
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9.7

Connection to the mains power supply
Attention, Live Current
This equipment operates at high electrical power and voltages, so it must be
connected to the mains power supply by qualified personnel and this must be
in accordance with local Electrical Standards and Regulations.

Before doing anything with the unit's electrical board, check that all moving parts are
working freely.
All of the values displayed on the specifications and characteristics plate must be
checked carefully to ensure that the unit is correctly protected and connected. The
electric diagram number corresponding to the equipment is on the ratings plate. Keep
the electric diagram available during the electrical wiring process.
The equipment must be connected to the mains network by a line protected against short
circuits and earth faults in the cables, whose cross section and sensitivity must
correspond to the equipment power and power line length.
The line can be designed with the nominal equipment power and current, whose values
appear on the ratings plates and wiring diagram.
The supply voltage (for standard equipment) is 3-phase and must be between 380V and
415V to operate at a frequency of 50Hz. For other kinds of connections contact the
manufacturer.
At the back of the electrical panel is a removable cover of dimensions 140x110mm which
can be replaced with a gland of appropriate size according to feed section.
The line connection must be made at the power terminals of terminal block X1 (PE-L1L2-L3) or directly on the terminals of the circuit breaker (depending on the model).

Figure 11. Terminal block X1 for DFRA-E equipment with PLR series 100-500
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Figure 12. Terminal block X1 for DFRA-E/V equipment with PLR series 650-900

Figure 13. Terminal block X1 for DFRA-E equipment without PLR series 100-500

Figure 14. Terminal block X1 for DFRA-V equipment without PLR series 100-500
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Figure 15. Terminal block X1 for DFRA-V equipment without PLR series 650-900

9.8

Control and signalling connections

All equipment with a Fisair electric control panel has the remote signalling card SEF-013,
which provides remote information about the equipment status.

Rx1
Rx2
Rx3

The SEF-013 consists of 3 relays (NC-NA) identified on the terminal block as Rx1, Rx2
and Rx3. There is a correspondence with the SEF-013 remote signalling card and the
local signalling card SEF-004, located on the front of the electrical panel.

MAN -0- AUTO

Signalling card
SEF-008

Remote signalling
Card SEF-013

Rx1

Signal for "live equipment"

Rx2

Signal for "equipment in operation"

Rx3

Signal for "fault/alarm"
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Location and operation of Hn interlocks:
With PLR
Interlock

Without PLR
All configurations (S,P,M)

H1

Terminals 22-23

Terminals 24-27

H2

Terminals 24-25

Terminals 24-28

H3

-

Terminals 24-29

If the equipment has PLR, please refer to the MMCSA (DFRA Series Operating
and Control Manual) for more information, as the operations of the different
interlocks depend on the selected configuration.
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9.9

Flow adjustment

Steps for adjusting the process air flow (if the differential pressure sensor is not
available):
1) Measure the differential pressure with a pressure gauge on the differential
pressure ports on the front of the control panel.
2) By opening and closing the flap, the process air pressure drop is established
according to the corresponding values in the pressure drop table to obtain the
nominal process air flow.
3) Repeat steps 1 and 2 for the reactivation air.

Pressure Taps
P- Reactivation air P+

P+ Process air P-

The data in the following table are valid for the following air conditions:
Air at inlet, temperature 20°C
Air at inlet, relative humidity 60%

Process air flow

Rotor head loss in
process air

Reactivation air
flow

Rotor head loss in
reactivation air

m3/h

Pa

m3/h

Pa

DFRA-0100

450

230

135

210

DFRA-0100

700

358

210

327

DFRA-0130

900

77

270

81

DFRA-0160

1100

128

330

176

DFRA-0175

1200

141

360

192

DFRA-0200

1400

167

420

225

DFRA-0230

1600

200

480

261

DFRA-0300

2100

292

630

372

DFRA-0400

2700

158

810

213

DFRA-0500

3600

228

1080

296

DFRA-0650

4500

167

1350

223

DFRA-0900

6000

243

1800

314

Model
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If there is a differential pressure sensor, the PLR will adjust the process air flow rate.

Differential pressure sensor:
The differential pressure sensor is located on dry air fan module. Before starting the
equipment, the pipes connected to this sensor must be correctly configured. This
arrangement depends on the pressure differential to be measured, either between
the
OFF
I
plenum and suction ear of the fan (pressure difference for calculating volume flow),
or
0
between drive plenum and P.atm (Pa). The following figure shows the sockets to which
each tube must be connected:
STOP START

OFF

I

0

STOP

START

P+
PP+
VACUUM
DRIVE
Figure 16. Differential sensor

The corresponding connections for measuring flow volume or drive pressure are shown
next to the switch position:
OFF

Flow rate

I

0

Drive pressure

STOP

OFF

START

I

0

P1

P2

P2
Patm

=

Figure 17. Connections of the tubes to the sensor

STOP

P1

START
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10. Commissioning
Once the equipment has been connected to the air ducts and mains power supply, as
well as the thermal fluids and/or control elements, where appropriate, the equipment
commissioning process should be done as follows:
Firstly, identify the PLR (Programmable Logic Relay) on the control panel and/or wiring
diagram. The integration of the PLR in the equipment provides a quicker, more precise,
reliable and easier operation in the management and operational supervision of the
dehumidifier.

0
0

I
MANUAL-0-AUTO

I1

SEF-004

I2

T

MANUAL-0-AUTO

I1

SEF-008

I2

PLR

Figure 18. Types of control panels

I1

Isolator switch (depending on model and size).

I2

MANual / 0 / AUTOmatic switch

SEF-004

Status signalling board (live, on and fault), and operation signals for process fan,
reactivation fan, rotor rotation (on request), heater (on request) and blocked filter
alarm (upon request).

SEF-008

Status signalling board (live, on and fault)

T
PLR

Reactivation temperature thermometer
Programmable logic relay with LCD backlit black-and-white screen measuring
63x32mm and navigation keyboard.
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If the equipment has PLR, please refer to the MMCSA (DFRA Series Operating and
Control Manual) to start the equipment.
Otherwise, follow the instructions below:
1) Set switch I1.
2) Move the I2 switch to the selected position (manual or automatic) to start the
dehumidifier.
3) The SEF-004 status signal card is as follows:

4

5

6

1 2 3

MANUAL-0-AUTO

7
1

8

9

Yellow - equipment is live.
Red - alarm/fault/equipment failure.

2
Green - equipment is running.
3
Green - reactivation motor-fan is operating.
4
Red - reactivation battery is operating (optional).
5

6

Red - reactivation air filter pressure switch. Clogged filter
(optional).
Red - air filter pressure switch. Clogged filter (optional).

7
Green - rotor spokes rotating (optional).
8
Green - process motor fan is running.
9

To operate the PLR, refer to the MMCSA (Operation and Control Manual Series
DFRA) to start the equipment.
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4) If it is the first time the equipment has been used:
-

Check that the flow control gates are at least 50% open.

-

Check the direction of rotation of the motor fans (blades forwards).

-

If they are rotating in the reverse direction, set switch I2 to position 0, wait
for the equipment to stop, set the disconnector to 0, disconnect the
equipment supply line and reverse the two supply line phases to change
the fan motor rotation direction.

-

Re-start the equipment.

-

It should be checked that the current absorbed by the motor fans and by
the reactivation battery in the DFRA-E case are in accordance with the
nominal values.

-

Adjust air flow rates, if necessary. The nominal reactivation air flow rate
with the standard heating battery must reach a temperature of
approximately 100°C above its inlet temperature. Thus, the equipment
thermometer reading can be used as a guide to adjust the reactivation
flow rate.

-

After the equipment has reached its operating regime (at least 30
minutes), make the relevant temperature and humidity measurements.

5) In manual mode, stop the equipment using the switch I2 locally.
6) In automatic mode, switch off the device via the I2 switch locally or by using the
H1 interlock remotely.
In case the equipment has advanced control (with PLR), the stop of the motorfan of reactivation air and the motor-reductor is delayed 5 minutes to dissipate
the heat of the reactivation elements.
In case the equipment has basic control (without PLR), the stop of the motor-fan
of process air, motor-fan of air of reactivation and the motor-reductor is delayed
5 minutes to dissipate the heat of the elements of reactivation only in equipment
with electric heater.
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11. Maintenance
The following service table is for guidance only, as the periodicity will depend on the
conditions of each installation.
ACTION

PERIODICITY

Cleaning the filters

According
to
instructions.

the

dehumidifier's

Inspection of the moist air fan turbine Every 2000 hours of operation
(reactivation)
Inspection of the dry air fan turbine Every 2000 hours of operation
(process)
Internal inspection (desiccant rotor Every 8900 hours of operation.
surfaces, tension belt, presence of foreign
bodies, etc.
Desiccant rotor inspection

Every 1500 hours of operation.

Electrical connections

Every 2 months

Static exchanger inspection (plates)

Every 2000 hours of operation.

Belt inspection/replacement, if applicable

Every 2000 hours of operation.

Rotor seals inspection/replacement, if
applicable
Every 2000 hours of operation.

11.1

Maintaining the dessicant rotor

The dessicant rotor is the only component of the dehumidifier that needs special
attention.
In terms of its mechanical operation, the rotor must remain unaltered for a very long time.
Its speed of rotation is so slow that the bearings and desiccant material coverings cannot
be degraded as they are designed for continuous operation. Nevertheless, it is very
important to check that its drag system is working correctly on a regular basis, as this
has a direct impact on the air-drying process.
About the process of water vapour physical adsorption, it main constituent (silica gel)
traps the water vapour molecules inside the tiny pores (micropores and mesopores) on
the rotor surface in the process air circuit and releases them in the reactivation air circuit.
The operating process is not affected by normal ambient conditions as the rotor is made
from fireproof inert material. Only the presence of organic compounds with a molecular
size similar to that of water can affect the unit's drying capacity. It is therefore important
to clean it on a regular basis.
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Procedure for washing the silica gel desiccant rotor
The desiccant rotor fitted to the unit has the advantage over a hygroscopic salt desiccant
rotor (Lithium Chloride) that it can be washed with water.
Normally, ordinary dust particles must be removed with a vacuum cleaner if necessary.
The frequency of cleaning will depend on the type of installation and pace of work to
which the dehumidifier is subjected.
In cases where the vacuum cleaning is insufficient to eliminate dust and dirt, the rotor
can be rinsed with water following these steps:
1) Remove the rotor from the dehumidifier. Disassemble its drive shaft and
bearings, which must be reinserted in their original position after they have been
washed.
2) Prepare water in a container that is large enough to immerse the rotor in it for
washing, and prepare the rotor so that it can be immersed by moving it vertically
downwards.
3) Immerse and remove the rotor from the water tank two or three times. Let the
water run off completely while it is held in a raised position so that any materials
that have been dissolved in the water are removed.
4) Once this process is complete, blow the rotor channels with compressed air to
expel any remaining water on the rotor.
5) Return the rotor to its position in the dehumidifier, securing its drive shaft and
sealing joints.
6) Turn the rotor and dry it with the fans without switching on the reactivation heater
for approximately 30 minutes.
7) Complete the rotor drying process by switching on the reactivation heater.

11.2

Maintenance of air filters

The standard DFLEX dehumidifier has two air filters, one whose job is to filter the
reactivation air intake and the other that filters the process air.
It is important to keep both filters clean (either by replacing them or by washing them
correctly), since dirty filters will affect the dehumidifier's performance.
Follow these steps when cleaning or replacing the filters:
1) Turn off the dehumidifier and wait for it to cool down.
2) Extract the filters from the unit.
3) Replace the filters or wash them using neutral pH soap and water.
4) Only replace the filters when they are completely dry.
Always use FISAIR filters or filters with equivalent properties.

DECLARACIÓN CE DE CONFORMIDAD
EC CONFORMITY DECLARATION
EG KONFORMITÄTSERKLÄRUNG
DECLARATION CE DE CONFORMITÉ

Departamento de Dirección de Calidad
Quality Management Department

Qualitätsmanagement-Abteilung
Département de gestion de la qualité

FISAIR S.L.U.
C/ Uranio, 20 (Pol. Ind. Aimayr)
28330 San Martín de la Vega (Madrid) ESPAÑA
Tfº (34) 916921514
˚
Fax (34) 916916456

DECLARAMOS Bajo nuestra única responsabilidad que el deshumidificador de aire:
WE DECLARE, under our own responsability that the air dehumidifier:
Unter unserer ausschließlicher Verantwortung ERKLÄREN WIR, daß der Luftentfeuchter:
NOUS DECLARONS, sous notre unique responsabilité que le deshydrateur d'air:

MARCA/BRAND/MARKE/MARQUE:

SERIE/SERIES/REIHE/SÉRIE:

DFRA

FISAIR

Se adapta a las normas:
Meets the regulations:
Den Normen entspricht:
S'adapte aux normes:

?
EN ISO 12100: 2010
?
EN 60204-1: 2006
?
EN 61000-6-1: 2007
?
EN 61000-6-3: 2007
?
EN ISO 13857: 2008

Es conforme a los requisitos esenciales de las Directivas:
Conforms to the essential requirements of the Directives:
Und den von den Richtlinien aufgestellten Grundvoraussetzungen Rechnung trägt:
Et est conforme aux conditions essentielles des Directives:

?
2006/42/CE
?
2014/30/UE
?
2014/35/UE

Con exclusión de responsabilidades sobre las partes o componentes adicionados o
montados por el cliente.
With no liability for the parts or components added or assembled by the customer.
Unter Ausschluß der Verantwortung über die vom Kunden bereitgestellten und/oder angebauten Teile.
Avec exclusion des responsabilités concernant les parties ou les composants ajoutés ou assemblés par
le client.

Departamento de Dirección de Calidad/Quality Management Department/
Qualitätsmanagement-Abteilung/Département de gestion de la qualité:

Hugo J. López Álv arez
San Martin de la Vega, julio 2016

FISAIR S.L.U. WARRANTY POLICY
Quality Department
Departamento de Calidad
FISAIR S.L.U.
C/ Uranio, 20 (Pol. Ind. Aimayr)
28330 San Martín de la Vega (Madrid) SPAIN
Tfº (34) 916921514
˚
Fax (34) 916916456

Two-year Limited Warranty
FISAIR warrants to the original purchaser that its products will be free from defects in materials and parts for a period of
two (2) years after installation or twenty-seven (27) months from the date FISAIR ships such product, whichever date is
the earlier.
If any FISAIR product is found to be defective in material or assembly during the applicable warranty period, FISAIR's
entire liability, and the purchaser's sole and exclusive remedy, shall be the repair or replacement of the defective
product or part.

Warranty disclaimer
FISAIR shall not be liable for any costs or expenses, whether direct or indirect, associated with the installation, removal
or reinstallation of any defective product.
The Limited Warranty does not include any consumer part such as joints, pulleys, filters or media.
FISAIR's Limited Warranty shall not be effective or actionable if:
a)
b)

c)

All related product invoices have been payed in time and terms.
Unless there is compliance with all installation and operating instructions furnished by FISAIR, or if the
products have been modified or altered without the written consent of FISAIR, or if such products have been
subject to accident, misuse, mishandling, tampering, negligence or improper maintenance. Such situations
could be an incorrect power supply connection, crashed with inappropriate objects, security protection
devices unblocked and so.
Components and/or manufactures are affected or damaged by the effects of corrosion (gradual wear of the
metal bodies by the action of external actors not controlled by FISAIR).

Any warranty claim must be submitted to FISAIR in writing within the stated warranty period.

Parts Warranty
Defective parts may be required to be returned to FISAIR. In case any part is claimed as a faulty one, FISAIR will ask the
customer to send the part back to the factory in order to analyze if the part is failing due to any of above referred actions
(see warranty disclaimer) or due to effective part failing.
If the part must be replaced immediately, FISAIR will ship the part to the customer immediately and invoice the part
with a 30 days delay payment for the faulty part to be returned. If the part is returned in this period, the part fail analysis
would be made to emit a technical report for the warranty coverage based in this Warranty Statement document.
In case that the part is failing due to a lack of quality, FISAIR will credit this invoice in order to stop the payment. In case
FISAIR does not receive the part in this period, or if the failure is due to the reasons covered in the Warranty disclaimer
paragraph, the invoice will be effective.
In case any part from the product / shipment is missing, the customer should notify FISAIR before 3 days from the
shipment date of arrival.
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FISAIR S.L.U. WARRANTY POLICY
Quality Department
Departamento de Calidad
Service Covered by Warranty
In case that there is any FISAIR product that should be serviced in order to recover its proper used designed, FISAIR will
select the person (s) in charge of this operation. These qualified technicians should have the enough knowledge to
service FISAIR units.
No company should practice a warranty service without the writing FISAIR notice giving the authorization to do it and if
any cost should be cover by FISAIR should be advised in advance to the service job. In case that FISAIR should send
FISAIR staff to solve the solution, trip expenses are not covered by the warranty.
FISAIR's Limited Warranty is made in lieu of, and FISAIR disclaims all other warranties, whether express or implied,
including but not limited to any implied warranty of merchantability, any implied warranty of fitness for a particular
purpose, any implied warranty arising out of a course of dealing or of performance, custom or usage of trade.
FISAIR shall not, under any circumstances be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages
(including, but not limited to, loss of profits, revenue or business) or damage or injury to persons or property in any way
related to the manufacture or the use of its products. The exclusion applies regardless of whether such damages are
sought based on breach of warranty, breach of contract, negligence, strict liability in tort, or any other legal theory, even
if FISAIR has notice of the possibility of such damages.
By purchasing FISAIR's products, the purchaser agrees to the terms and conditions of this Limited Warranty.

Extended Warranty
The original user may extend the term of the FISAIR Limited Warranty for a limited number of months past the initial
applicable warranty period and term provided in the first paragraph of this Limited Warranty. All the terms and
conditions of the Limited Warranty during the initial applicable warranty period and term shall apply during any
extended term.
Each case should be valued in terms of type of product, equipment application, use and location of the product
operation site.
Any extension of the Limited Warranty under this program must be in writing, signed by FISAIR, and paid for in full by
the purchaser.

Quality Manager:

Hugo J. López Álvarez
San Martin de la Vega, February 2016
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